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1. Legal basis
Under Article 95 of the Financial Regulation, the Board of Governors gives discharge to the
Administrative Boards of the Schools and to the Secretary-General of the European Schools, in
so far as the budgetary section of the Office is concerned, in respect of implementation of the
budget, normally before 30 April of the year following the submission of the Court of Auditors’
report.

2. Background
The 2013 budget set by the Board of Governors in April 2011 amounted to €288 478 789.
On 31.12.2013, €271 466 005 (= 94.1%) of the aforementioned amount had been committed, of
which €264 129 692 in turn had been spent in the course of the financial year. The difference of
€7 336 313 of committed but unspent appropriations was carried over to the year 2013 (=
approximately 2.5% of available commitments). Uncommitted appropriations amounting to €17
012 785 were cancelled (= approximately 5.9% of the budget).
In implementing the budget, payment demands totalling €283 978 781 were established. In
addition, there was the sum of €7 836 871, entitlement to which had been established in the
year 2012 for the financial year 2012 and which still had to be collected at the end of the year
2012. Out of these amounts payment of which was demanded, totalling €291 815 652, the sum
of
€281 485 435 was actually collected in the course of the year 2012; €10 330 218 was
entered in the accounts in the year 2014 as outstanding amounts to be collected. Out of this
amount still to be collected, €6 390 811 involved outstanding school fee accounts, contingent on
payment of school fees in instalments, and also applications pending for school fee reductions.
Actual/realised revenue minus commitments produces a surplus of €10 019 431 (€281 485 435
- €271 466 004), although without the surplus of €10 429 168 from the year 2012 carried
forward to the 2013 budget, the accounts for the financial year 2013 would have been closed
posting a deficit of €409 737.
In addition to the surplus there is €437 543 from the appropriations for the year 2012 which were
carried over to 2013 but not used, and €10 046 from other results and a loss of €62 931 from
the balanced exchange rate differences, comprising a loss of €66 650 and a gain of €3 719.
Out of the total surplus of €10 404 088, €59 575 was paid into the Central Reserve Fund and €0
into the Reserve Fund of the European School, Munich. Furthermore, from the surplus posted
by the European School in Munich, as was already the case in the previous year, the sum of €8
238 was carried forward as the budgetary contribution from the European Communities to item
MU 70 2001 as the contribution in 2014.
The remaining surplus amounting to €10 336 275 was entered by the schools and Office as
revenue in the 2013 budget.
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3. Facts
The European Schools and the Office of the Secretary-General duly settled their 2013 budgets,
drew up their respective closing of the accounts documents and submitted them for approval to
their Administrative Boards or to the Secretary-General of the European Schools.
The Office of the Secretary-General of the European Schools scrutinized all the closing of the
accounts documents, consolidated them, determined the surplus and drew up a consolidated
balance sheet as at 31.12.2012.
The aforementioned documents and closing of the accounts documents of the European
Schools and of the General Secretariat were transmitted within the time limit established in the
Financial Regulation to the European Parliament, the Council of Ministers, the Commission of
the European Union, the Court of Auditors, the Board of Governors and the members of the
Budgetary Committee.
On June 13th a corrigendum was issued and transmitted to to the European Parliament, the
Council of Ministers, the Commission of the European Union, the Court of Auditors, the Board of
Governors and the members of the Budgetary Committee. This corrigendum included two
elements:
- For the Luxembourg I school, a manual error was detected in the transcription of its
accounting information into the calculation of the result.
- For the Brussels I school, unexplained transactions were detected in the exchange rate
account. The Activity Report of the Authorising officer was adapted to take this element
into account and to inform that a forensic audit would take place in order to further
investigate these transactions. The report from the external auditor, KPMG, has recently
been transmitted and concludes that the accounting error has not had any material
consequences (Annex III).
The consolidated accounts were also modified in order to take due account of these corrections.

4. PROPOSAL
The Budgetary Committee is requested to propose to the Board of Governors:
- that it give a discharge for implementation of the 2013 budget to the Administrative Boards of
the Schools and to the Secretary-General of the European Schools, in so far as the budgetary
section of the General Secretariat is concerned, and
- that it instruct its Secretary-General to inform the European Parliament, the Council of
Ministers, the European Court of Auditors, the European Patent Office and his predecessor in
the post of this decision.

5. CONCLUSION OF THE BUDGETARY COMMITTEE
The Budgetary Committee expressed a favourable opinion. The European Commission’s
negative vote should be noted.
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Annex I
Consolidated closing of the accounts of the European Schools for the financial year 2012 (Doc.
2013-03-D-15)
(This document is not appended; the documents, as mentioned above, have already been
submitted (in June 2013) and are available for consultation on DOCEE).
At the April 2014 meeting in Sofia, the Financial Controller of the European Schools
presented his 2013 annual report, with the comments which he deemed necessary, to the Board
of Governors.
Annex II
Report of the Court of Auditors on the annual closing of the accounts of the European Schools
for the financial year 2012 (Doc. 2013-10-D-23-en-1).
In early summer 2013, the Court of Auditors of the European Communities submitted to the
Secretary-General of the European Schools for approval its draft report on the annual closing of
the accounts of the European Schools for the financial year 2012 and requested his reply to its
comments.
In November 2013, the Secretary-General of the European Schools presented the report of the
Court of Auditors and his reply to the comments made therein by the Court of Auditors to the
Budgetary Committee.
Annex III
KPMG report: Forensic Investigation – European School Brussels I
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1 Executive summary
KPMG was asked to provide forensic investigation services for the European School Brussels 1
(hereafter ‘European School’) in connection with three different topics:



Review of the outgoing payments for 2013 based upon the OPR’s with individual amounts
of 5.000 EUR and more
Based upon the work performed, we can say that:





No issues were noted in reconciling beneficiary bank accounts to supporting
documentation; and



We have not identified amounts that were paid without sufficient supporting
documentation being available.

Analytical review of the revenue accounts
The analytical review of the accounts relating to the different countries is in line with the
increased number of pupils from 2011 to 2013. For the other revenue accounts, the most
significant variances could be explained.



Unexplained transactions identified at the closing of the accounts for 2013
To understand whether the unexplained transactions in 2011 had a financial impact, we
reviewed transactions recorded in the financial journal (transactions 5XX). No payments for
the amount of the transaction being 365.810,03 EUR were identified.
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2 Introduction
2.1 Scope
KPMG was asked to provide forensic investigation services for the European School Brussels 1
(hereafter ‘European School’) in connection with:



Assessment of the accounts of 2013
The aim of the assessment was to make sure that significant outgoing payments between
January 1, 2013 and December 31, 2013 can be justified and are supported by properly
approved OPR’s.



Analytical review of the revenue accounts
Review the evolution of the accounts used for recording revenue, over the last 3 years and
assess the reasonableness of the evolution.



Unexplained transactions identified at the closing of the accounts for 2013
We were explained that during the closing of the accounts of 2013, two accounts showed a
balance while these should have been zero. Investigation by the European School and the
software provider indicated that the underlying transactions were recorded in 2004.
The aim of the assessment was to investigate the nature of the original transactions,
reconcile to supporting documents and analyse subsequent related transactions.

This engagement was a continuation of the forensic investigation KPMG performed in 2013
(request for proposal EEBI/DN/2013/0025 – proposal KPMG dated 10/07/2013 – “gunningsbrief”
dated 26/07/2013).

2.2 Source data
The European School provided us the following information:



Binders with all OPR’s for 2013 (including supporting documents where filed with the OPR);



Print-out of the transactions recorded on the different revenue accounts for 2012, 2013 and
2014:



Electronic payment files for 2013; and



File relating to the unexplained transactions relating to the closure of the accounts for 2013.

2.3 Approach
The approach taken for the work performed is documented per



Assessment of the accounts of 2013
For assessing the accounts of 2013 and more specifically the outgoing payments, the
following steps were performed:


Analysis of all binders containing the OPR documents from 2013, all OPR’s with individual
amounts of 5.000€ and above have been selected for further testing;
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Further testing included the following steps:
 Identification of all OPR’s including individual payments of 5.000€ and above. These
OPR’s have been listed in Excel;
 Looking up payments for these OPR’s in the bank statements and where applicable
compare the bank account number of the supporting documents with the bank
account number of the beneficiary shown in the bank statement; and
 List differences and discuss these with the European School.



Analytical review of the revenue accounts
We identified the general accounts (G accounts in the accounting plan of the European
School) used for recording revenue and asked an overview of all transactions recorded on
these account for the last 3 years. We reviewed the evolution of these accounts assessed
the reasonableness of the evolution.



Unexplained transactions identified at the closing of the accounts for 2013
The following investigative steps were taken to gain an understanding about these
unexplained transactions:
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Verification of the nature of the original transactions and reconciliation to supporting
documents;



Analysis the all transactions in subsequent years that are related to the original
transaction;



Analysis the information provided by the software vendor Uniway relating to the
transactions (both manual and automatic transactions);



Assessment whether money was transferred as a result of one of the transactions
reviewed;



Verification the beneficiary of the bank account the money was transferred to; and



Formulate recommendations to avoid comparable issues in the future.
Limitations

The procedures we performed are limited in nature and extent and as such will not necessarily
disclose other/all significant matters pertaining to the subject matter of the investigation.
This report is delivered subject to the agreed written terms of KPMG's engagement letter dated
November 20, 2014.
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3 Factual findings
3.1 Assessment of the accounts of 2013
We performed a review of all OPR’s issued from January 1st, 2013 through December 31st, 2013
based on the binders that were provided by the European School.
For the period under review, we identified 264 unique OPR’s containing one or more individual
outgoing payments of or above €5.000.
3.1.1 Reconciliation of bank account numbers
For all individual outgoing payments of or above €5.000, we compared the bank account number
as per the bank statement with the bank account number on the supporting documentation.
We have not identified any payments that were made into another bank account number than
the one mentioned on the supporting documentation.
We note that the supporting documentation for some allowances paid to personnel (“indemnité
de depart” & “indemnité de réinstallation”) did not include reference to a bank account number.
For these payments, we requested the bank account numbers as per the personnel records. All
allowances were paid into the correct bank accounts.
Bank accounts used for monthly salary payments to detached personnel were reconciled to the
personnel records using data analysis procedures. All payments were made into the correct bank
accounts.
Monthly salary payments to non-detached personnel are performed by payroll provider HDP that
has a proxy on the European School’s bank account. As a result, we have only been able to verify
that the total amounts paid by HDP matched the supporting documents. No issues were noted.
In conclusion, no issues were noted in reconciling beneficiary bank accounts to supporting
documentation.
3.1.2 Reconciliation of amounts paid
For all individual outgoing payments of or above €5.000, we compared the amount on the OPR
with the amount on the supporting documentation and the amount as per the bank statement.
In case these amounts did not agree and the documentation filed in the OPR binders did not
include sufficient evidence to explain the difference, the European School provided additional
supporting documentation explaining that difference.
In conclusion, we have not identified amounts that were paid without sufficient supporting
documentation being available.
3.1.3 Recommendations based on our analysis
Based on our analysis, we have identified a number of recommendations to further strengthen
the internal control over outgoing payments:



When performing our review, we have identified that some OPR’s were approved based on
a copy of the underlying invoice. We recommend that the European School reiterates the
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importance of having OPR’s solely approved upon presentation of original invoices or other
original supporting documentation. In case the European School accepts digital invoices from
vendors, the increased risk of double payment as a result of having OPR’s approved based
on prints should be assessed.



All variances between OPR amounts and actual payment amounts could be explained based
on supporting documentation provided by the European School. In some instances, such
supporting documentation was not maintained in the OPR binders. Additional documentation
was kept with the bank statements or in separate files in the accounting department. We
recommend that the European School maintains a complete and central audit trail in the OPR
binders allowing for a full reconciliation from OPR amounts to actual amounts paid.

3.2 Analytical review of the revenue accounts
3.2.1

Overview of the accounts reviewed

In order to identify the revenue accounts, we looked up all G7 accounts. An overview of these
accounts is listed below. Accounts where no entries were recorded during 2011, 2012 or 2013
have not been reviewed. These accounts have been market with an ‘X’.
Account
Number

Account Description

G701001
G701002
G701003
G701004
G701005
G701006
G701007
G701008
G701010
G701013
G701015
G701018
G701021
G701022
G701024
G701026
G702001
G702007
G102009
G703001
G703002
G703101

Allemagne
Belgique
Danemark
Espagne
France
Irlande
Italie
Pays-Bas
Royaume-Uni
Autriche
Suède
Hongrie (Magyarorszag)
Malte (Malta)
Pologne (Polska)
Slovinie (Slovenija)
Bulgarie
Contribution Communautaire
Eurocontrol
Autres accords financements
Minerval scolaire
Droits d'inscription bac
Contr. Parents el. Fourniture

No entries in 2011,
2012 or 2013

X

X
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Account
Number
G703103
G703201
G703203
G703301
G704001
G705101
G715020
G715026
G715100
G715110
G715120
G715200
G715301
G715400
G719905
3.2.2

Account Description
Loyers et frais locatifs
Intérêts bancaires
Ventes publications/imprimes
All. Familiale pers. ens/adm ail
Prélèvements sur tts de base
Excedent de gestion
Vente agenda
Ventes intermath
Recette voyages scolaires
Recettes fonds d'entraide
Recettes visites éducatives
Recettes sécurité
Eurobio
Recettes diverses
Recettes WS SC. HUM.

No entries in 2011,
2012 or 2013

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Review performed

General
As the accounting details were not available electronically, we asked the details of all these
accounts for the years under review being 2011, 2012 and 2013. We entered the total of the
movements per month in Excel for analysis purposes except for two accounts:


G703001

Minerval scolaire



G703101

Contr. Parents el. Fourniture

These accounts have been reviewed on a yearly basis as the number of transactions was too
high to summarise manually on a monthly basis.
When reviewing the transactions recorded on these accounts, we learned that the European
School has a budgetary accounting system. In the beginning of the year, the budget is recorded
as a debit amount on the different accounts via transaction type 922. This budget is adjusted
during the year in some cases and at the end of the year in the month of December. The actual
amounts received or reimbursed are recorded as a credit or debit on the accounts.
We noticed that some of the accounts have a balance at the end of the year (debit or credit),
other have a zero balance. For the accounts with a zero balance, we noticed that the balance is
off-set at the end of the year. The balance is transferred to another account.
When performing this analytical review, we wanted to understand whether the evolution of the
different accounts seemed logical; detailed transactions have not been reviewed.
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Revenue accounts – Countries
Looking at the evolution of the accounts per month, we noticed that no entries are recorded
during the month of August. We understand that the European Schools are closed during that
month. The amount to be recorded for the month of August, is recorded during the month of
July. As a result, that amounts recorded in the month of July are more or less double than the
amounts recorded in other months.
For some countries we notice higher amounts recorded during the month of December as well.
This relates to the end of year entries recorded. No unusual entries have been identified.
In order to understand the yearly evolution of the budget, we summarised all entries recorded
via transaction type 922. As you can see in the table below, the total budget increased with
1,54% from 2011 to 2013. As the total number of pupils1 increased with 5,05% in the same
period, the increase is in line with the increase of the number of pupils.
The evolution of the budget for the different accounts, is included in the table below.
Account
Number

Account Description

G701001
G701002
G701003
G701004
G701005
G701007
G701008
G701010
G701013
G701015
G701018
G701021
G701022
G701024
G701026

Allemagne
Belgique
Danemark
Espagne
France
Italie
Pays-Bas
Royaume-Uni
Autriche
Suède
Hongrie (Magyarorszag)
Malte (Malta)
Pologne (Polska)
Slovinie (Slovenija)
Bulgarie

# puplils

Budget 2011
834.000,00
1.327.000,00
685.000,00
628.000,00
998.000,00
407.000,00
558.600,00
48.000,00
191.500,00
58.069,67
73.942,82
19.587,24
130.748,52
45.546,51
1.617,00
6.006.611,76
23.367

Budget 2012
794.200,00
1.412.350,00
703.600,00
616.660,00
1.042.610,00
494.216,00
435.440,00
41.710,00
171.860,00
63.470,66
70.165,95
19.587,24
135.186,09
46.756,95
4.125,72
6.051.938,61
0,75%
23.869
2,15%

Budget 2013
839.804,00
1.435.574,00
706.794,00
549.255,00
1.161.324,00
386.252,00
462.402,00
41.710,00
184.843,00
65.106,05
72.835,14
9.331,89
133.765,16
46.730,74
3.451,32
6.099.178,30
1,54%
24.547
5,05%

Based on the figures listed in the following document: “Facts and figures on the beginning of the 2014-2015 school
year in the European Schools (Ref.: 2014-10-D-1-en-1)”
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Revenue accounts – Other
When reviewing the entries on a monthly basis, we noticed that only two accounts have entries
on a monthly basis:


G703301 All. Familiale pers. Ens/adm ail



F704001 Prélèvements sur tts de base

No special entries were noticed for account G703301; for account G704001 only a limited number
of entries were recorded during 2013. As shown in the table below, the budgeted amount for
that year was only a fraction of the previous 2 years. As of 2013, the European School was given
the instruction to no longer make these deductions on the salaries.
Generally, the total budget for these accounts decreased with 7,14% from 2011. The budget for
account G703201 Intérêts bancaires, decreased with 94,16% compared to 2011 which can parly
be explained by the lower interest rates in 2013.
There are two accounts that increased comparing 2011 to 2013:


G703301 All. Familiale pers. Ens/adm ail. The increase of this account can be explained
through the increased number of teachers, administrative and ancillary staff in the schools



G705101 Excedent de gestion. This increase can be explained due to the fact that the salaries
for the month of December 2013 have been recorded on a suspense account and not in the
correct cost account.

The general evolution is shown in the table below.
Account
Number

Account Description

G702001
G702007
G703002
G703103
G703201
G703203
G703301
G704001
G705101

Contribution Communautaire
Eurocontrol
Droits d'inscription bac
Loyers et frais locatifs
Intérêts bancaires
Ventes publications/imprimes
All. Familiale pers. ens/adm ail
Prélèvements sur tts de base
Excedent de gestion

Budget 2011
25.332.000,00
326.440,25
13.456,58
49.800,00
27.482,74
316,46
125.272,38
380.356,77
317.636,21
26.572.761,39

Budget 2012
24.446.700,00
331.726,94
20.015,92
70.578,40
30.259,73
600,00
144.000,00
358.150,00
334.990,14
25.737.021,13
-3,15%

Budget 2013
22.955.532,00
277.959,04
19.973,23
38.140,46
1.604,65
228,16
129.743,15
384,83
1.251.010,98
24.674.576,50
-7,14%
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3.3 Unexplained transactions identified at the closing of the accounts for
2013
3.3.1

Background

The administrator of the European School explained us that as of accounting year 2011,
unexplained transactions on account F000081 Fournisseur DKR and account G4009500
Différances de change have been identified. As of 2011, these entries have been off-set manually
at year-end. As it is not clear what these entries relate to, the European School investigated these
entries in 2014 and asked us to review the investigation performed.
3.3.2

Review performed

We reviewed the entries recorded in 2004 that are the basis for the unexplained transactions.
The entries recorded relate to the severance pay paid to Mr. Thielemann. The original amount
was 365.810,03 DKK or 49.107,95 EUR. . No issues have been noted with these entries.
We reviewed the transactions recorded in 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 and 2010 on the
following accounts:


F000081 Fournisseur – no entries were recorded; and



G4009500 Différences de change – no significant amounts have been recorded.

Based upon the information provided, it is not clear why the amount of 365.810,03 EUR appears
on accounts F000081 and G400950 in 2011. We understand that it was recorded though journal
301. No supporting documents for these entries are available.
According to the explanation from the software vendor Uniway, this is an automatic entry and
most probably relates to a bug in the software. It seems that in 2011, someone created these
entries manually in the database from the software, Gams. It is not possible to assess why these
entries were created.
We did verify whether the same amount of 365.810,03 EUR appeared in entries recorded through
journal 5XX (bank journal) during 2011. We did not identify such entry.
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